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SPORTS

+ Governor's address will announce
cuts for this year and the next
By John Chambers
ADM INISTRATION EDITOR

Eastern administrators have heard back from the
state regarding budget cuts for this fiscal year, but
they're not talking.
"We have been asked to refrain from discussing
specifics," said Jeff Cooley, vice president for business affairs.
Rod
Gov.
Blagojevich last
'Tm sitting here with
month asked
public universimy fingers crossed. "
ties to set aside
8 percent of
-Interim President Lou Hencken
their operating
budget
for
reserve, equaling $4.1 million for Eastern. But higher
education institutions were unsure exactly how much
of the percentage they would actually have to remove
from budgets.
The governor's office would not comment on the
percentage. Comparatively, Southern Illinois
University Carbondale will have a call back of 2.9 percent according to two state sources named in the Dally
Egyptian.

The governor's budget address will take place at
noon Wednesday.
Until then, ''I'm s itti ng here with my
fingers crossed,• said interi m President Lou
Hencken.
Blagojevich will discuss budget cuts for this year
and FY 04 in higher education.
"I don't know what to speculate," Hencken said.
The cuts for next year are recommendations.
Each university was given a nearly 24-hour period
around March 20 to report to the Bureau of the Budget
areas funds can be squeezed from in the three months
left in this year's fiscal budget.
Eastern planned for the 8 percent to come from 15
areas including deferred maintenance and the elimination of some non-teaching personnel, on top of the 2
percent already in reserve.
If the percentage became a reality, it would total
about $113 million across higher education schools
and agencies.
The full percent is not likely; the cuts of this year
will likely become permanent losses for next fiscal
year, Hencken said.
Blagojevich will present a "plan of rescue from the
largest deficit in the state's history, • according to the
governor's Web site.
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Rachel Dooly, a junior at Mulberry Grove High School, crosses all of her fingers while watching her wooden bridge crack apart
Tuesday morning in t he University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. Dooly was taking part in the
Technology Day program put on by the Illinois Technology Student Association.

Students compete in technology day
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACT IVITIES EDITOR

Eastern, middle and high school students participated in technology day
Thesday in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
James Ej iwale, faculty adviser of
the Technology Education Collegiate
Association, said students from five
middle and high schools competed in
three on-site team events in problem
solv ing
and
two
predesigned
activities.
The schools brought the two predesigned activities from their schools to
be tested at the competition and participated in three individual onsite team
events at the competition.
The events included problem solving, package construction and airplane
glider.
Students were provided with specific
materials for each event.
The competition included middle
school and high school students from
Yorkville High School, Yorkville Middle
School, Mulberry Grove, South Central
Middle School, Mount Pulaski and
Robinson High school.

The winners received certificates
awarded to the school, individuals and
money reward. The cash rewards
included $3 for first place, $2 for second
and $1 for third.
Five faculty members assisted by
Technology Education Collegiate
Association students j udged the competition. Judges were designated to different areas including bridge tester, packaging construction testing and mouse
cars.
Technology Education Collegiate
Association is an organization for students majoring in technology education.
The faculty members judges included Sam Guccione, Wafeek Wahap,
Louis Butler, Ron Luft and Ejiwale.
Butler, a technology day judge and
part of career and technical education
program, said there are two classes of
students at technology day. Students
preparing to teach and visiting students.
Students preparing to teach can see
how active Technology Student
Association groups can compete against
other schools and visiting students see
students for other schools as well as
visit the facilities at Eastern.
"It's a recruiting act - students cons ider going to Eastern as they think

"The goal is to teach them
the skills of a common
leader - to enhance
leadership skills."
-James Ejiwale
about their college career,• Butler said.
Ejiwale said: "The purpose is to teach
them the skills of the common leader to enhance leadership skills. Since they
will be going out to teach, I think it's necessary for us to empower them by putting into practice some of the concepts
learned in the classroom. One of the reasons when they go out to teach is to be
able to organiZe and supervise a competitive event like this. •
The technology fair has been held for
the past 10 years, Ejiwale said.
"I came because I wanted to know if
I wanted to do Technology Student
Association or not next year - we
could find out on our own instead of
SEE TEC HNOLOGY
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Cougill: Retired generals should not be talking to media
By Carly Mullady
CITY ED ITOR

Mayor Dan Cougill, who served
with the U.S. Air Force for 28
years, said he doesn't think people
who served in Operation Desert
Shield/Desert Storm have the right
to share thoughts on the current
Ir aq conflict because they are only
opinions.
"I believe the retired generals
shouldn't be talking With the media,"
he said. "They don't know what is
going on. It is only speculation.•

Cougill shared his experiences
as a member of the armed forces,
but did not offer opinions about the
current conflict.
"Probably the hardest part of
serving was the effect it had on my
family," he said.
Cougill joined the Air Force in
1964 and married his wife Sally in
1969.
He served on his fifth assignment and was stationed in Guam as
the director of operations. Cougill
and his wife had a home in Guam.
He served in and out of Vietnam,

running command control.
"Sally sat alone, wondering and
worrying," Cougill said. "She
quickly became a military wife. •
Cougill said typhoons were common in Guam and Sally would stay
at their home during typhoons not
knowing his whereabouts while he
did his assignments.
"I knew where I was and what I
was doing; the hard part was for
Wives and families, • he said. "They
didn't know and they had to
worry."
Contrary to his wife's worries,

Cougill said he was confident nothing would happen to him.
"I was like the typical young person; nothing was going to happen to
me - maybe the guy next to me,
but not me," he said.
After Guam, he went to intermediate school and got a command j ob, then became a staff
officer and started temporary
duty that took him away from his
family for one week to two months
at a time.
He and his family lived in
Brussels, Belgium, when he was

working with NATO there.
"It was a fun tour there,· he said,
"I was able to spend more time
with my family than any other
place I was stationed.·
He and his family traveled
Europe and made close friends
with German officers and Belgian
families.
Cougill said his family still corresponds with one family who
recently sent notice that their
adopted grandchild, who was a
SEE TALK I NG
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Student Senate set
to vote on budgets,
network question
By Avian Carrasquillo
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Student Senate Wednesday
will decide the fate of fee-funded
board budgets and fee increases
for the next year.
The senate will vote on budgets
for the five boards funded by the
Apportionment Board. In addition, the senate Will vote on fee
increases proposed by the Thitlon
and Fee Review Committee.
The budgets for the five feefunded boards for the 2004 flscal
year are $9,238 for the Dramatic
Players, the University Board
would receive $204,104, the AB
would receive $22,277, the Student
Government would receive
$31,900 and Sports and Recreation
would receive $194,856.
The student fee increases Will
also be voted on With the exception of the proposed new network
fee, which is proposed to be placed
on the Student Government election ballot on April 22.
Before the fee can be placed on a
ballot, the senate must approve the
question to be placed on the ballot.
Alan Baharlou, geology/geography chair, who proposed the
network fee to the Thition and
Fee Review committee, said its
purpose and difference from the
current technology fee.
~The network fee request has
been prepared by Vice President
for Business Affairs Jeff Cooley
to enhance the university with upto-date network infrastructure,
much wider bandwidth, more
connectivity and reliability,"
Baharlou said. ~The Technology
fee has been established to provide students with up-to-date
computer hardware and software
in various campus locations and
for extended hours (open computer Jabs). The fee also provides
classrooms and laboratories with
multimedia systems (computer,
projector, VCR, sound system)."
The network fee will be managed separately from the technology fee.
~The technology fee is managed by a committee composed of
the (student body president, vice

Fees up for approval
+ Student Recreation Center.
$3.80 increase, total of $66.80
+ Graduate student fee, $1
increase, total of $2
+ Textbook rental fee, $3.80,
$98.95 total
+ Health Service and Pharmacy
fee, $3.55 increase, $70.05 total
+ Athletic fee, $2.45 increase,
$63.50 total
+ Union/Bond Revenue fee,
$4.65 increase, $120.30 total
+ Computer technology fee,
$1.60 increase, $89.60 total
+ Student activity fee, $1.70
increase, $32.70 total. Fee
increased dMded among
Student Legal Services
(32 cents), Student Publications
(20 cents) and the
Apportionment Board ($1.1 8)
president for academic affairs)
and representatives from four
academic colleges, Information
technology services and media
services," Baharlou said.
In other new business, the UB
will seek approval of revision to
its bylaws. Student Body
President Alison Mormino wtll
seek approval of $125.25 for
refreshments for the Bucket
Brigade painting project.
A senate resolution will recommend the university examine the
policy for graduation and credits
for students in the military; and a
btll for the approval of the use of
$200 for bicycle accessories for
the
Bicycle
Registration
Campaign project.
The senate also will hear special
presentations by KeVin Leverence,
of the
University
Police
Department Chiefof Police Search
Committee, and from Michael
Hoadley and Mihir Chattetji, assistant
vice
presidents
for
Information Thchnology Services,
about technology on campus and
the proposed network fee.
Student Senate meets at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Thscola/Arcola
Room of the Martin Lut her King
J r. University Union.
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Michael Rosen s peaks Tuesday evening in the Ta rble Arts Center. Rosen was vis iting to talk a bout his book a nd
s how s lides of illustrations featured in the book.

Artist discusses children's work
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACTIV I TIES ED I TOR

Michael J. Rosen, visiting artist
and author, talked about his book
"Speak!" and the relationships of
children with their pets Thesday to
an audience of more than 50 students and faculty members.
Rosen discussed the s ignificance of his work involving children and animals and why children's work is of interest
Rosen said one popular activity
when he visits schools is for children to tell a story from an antmal's point of view.
Rosen presented a slide show
and letters contained in the book
Speak!
In 1991, the Speak! show began

and has been presented in 50 different children's museums and
libraries.
Rosen is a nationally-recognized author and illustrator, publishing nearly 50 books including
volumes of poetry, adult and children's works, said Michael
Wat ts, director of Tarble Arts
Center.
Watts said Rosen is socially
conscious and has helped support
funds such as Shar e Our
Strength, a hunger group, and
proceeds of Speak!, a traveling
show, will be donated to
Compani on of Animals funds.
More than 400 artists have contributed to t he funds .
"I loved how he brought the children's stories into the presentation.

He didn't j ust use the authors. It
made it more beneficial to us as
education majors," said Brittany
Ojermark, a junior e lementary
education major.
"He was a really great speaker
and he was very entertaining," said
Ami Oliva, a j unoir elementary
education major.
"Nothing breaks barrtes faster
than talking about what compassion animals everyone has," Rosen
said. "I'm honored a book now 11
years old continues to have a vital
life in vartos communities around
the country."
Rosen answered questions from
members of the audience following
the presentation.
Copies of Speak! are on sale at
the Tarble Arts Center.

Workshop opens up diverse world
By Holly Myers
STAFF WR I TER

A workshop titled "Expand Your
World, Making Cross-Cultural
Connections• is designed to be a
hands-on experience to help students and the public become more
diverse.
The workshop will be at 7:30
p.m. April 9 in t he Effingham
Room of the Martin Luther King
J r. University Union.
The counseling center has sponsored many workshops for the life
skills program on a variety of top-

ics. This workshop is new to campus.
n eva Anderson, a counselor at
the center, plans on a good turnout
from students and the public for
this workshop.
"Our life skills workshops typically have a good turnout rate," she
said.
The workshop will start with a
brief discussion on what culture is
and the functions of a culture, then
will move to reasons on how to
improve cross-cultural communication skills.
"Partic ipants Will also engage in

three hands-on activities to help
them assess their own cultural values, identify communication cues
in cross-cultural interactions and
get the feeling for what it might be
like to speak a language other than
their native tongue," Anderson
said.
Information will be given on
how to apply what was learned in
the workshop a nd how to become
more involved in var ious
cross-cultural activities on campus.
Admission is free and the workshop is open to the public.

CLARIFI C ATION
A cutline in Thesday's edition of The Dally Eastern News misidentified a group. The group in the photo was
the Charleston High School Troj ets, the CHS dance squad.
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Pyramids, canoes start Greek Week
By Jemifer Chiariello
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Kappa Delta and Sigma Phi Epsilon won
first place in Greek Week Pyramids and
Sigma Sigma Sigma won first place in caooe
races Thesday at the campus pond.
Members of Kappa Delta and Sigma Phi
Epsilon were exdted about Winning pyramids.
"I was very proud of all my sisters," said
Marcie Marzullo, a senior special education

maj or and member of the Kappa Delta Thgs
team "It's the best score time we've ever
had. It's my favorite event. It's oot so much
pressure; it's j ust a good time."
"Yet again hard work and dedication for at
least a half an hour gives us the title of SigEp Pyramid Dynasty," said Zack La Koochie,
a senior biology maj or and member of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon pyramids team.
Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma were
proud about their canoe races Win.
Jessica Clift, a j unior physical education
maj or and member of Sigma Sigma Sigma,
said, "We're really proud of all of our girls

and how hard they've worked because it's
shoWing in how well we're doing in Greek
Week."
Alpha Sigma Thu and Sigma Nu came in
second place and Delta Zeta and Delta Thu
Delta took third place in Pyramids.
Members ofDelta Thu Delta were proud of
their efforts after plactng third in the event
"I thought we tried hard, did our best and
we're planning on doing better next year;" said
Chris Getty, a sophomore business management maj or and member of Delta Thu Delta.

Alpha Phi members were happy to complete their pyramid after toppling down.
"It was the best birthday gift ever to ftnally romplete the pyramid," said Kristen
Skalon, a senior elementary education major
and member of the Alpha Phi pyramids
team who celebrated her birthday Monday.
Other pyramid teams said they enj oyed
partldpating in pyramids.
"It was teamwork and it was a lot of fim,"
said Melissa Leet, a senior elementary education maj or and member of the Sigma
Kappa pyramids team

"Look for us next year. We'll be ready," said
freshman biology rruyor Carolyn Dundon
Members of Alpha Gamma Delta said
they had a great time competing in pyramids and all the Greek week events.
"I'm proud of all of our girls this year.

Everyoneisdoingagreatjobandwewtshall
the sororities the best of luck, • said Brynn
Yucuis, a sophomore elementary education
major and member of Alpha Gamma Delta.
Kappa Delta took serond and Alpha
Sigma Thu took third in caooe races.
Members of Sigma Chi were proud of
their Win in canoe races With only one paddle.
"It just proves that one Sig is better than
two boys,• said Colin Moon, a sophomore
business management major and member
of Sigma Chi.
Members of Delta Chi enjoyed the rompetition at caooe races.
"'The canoe races were extremely rold 1:x.tt
very competltiVe. W! are glad we were able to

represent our house in this sporx:lacioos event,•
said Dan O'Connor, a senior computer lnfonna..
tlon sciences major and member of Delta Chi

MATT WILLS/ STAFF PHO TOG RAPHER

Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma take off d uring the
Greek Week pyramids competition Tuesday afternoon
o n the rugby field.

Technology committees City budget saves funds
now building alliances for campus improvement
By John Chambers
ADM INISTRATION EDIT OR

The Faculty Senate discussed the progress
of two technology rommittees Thesday.
The Comprehensive Technology Planning
Committee's purpose is to prioritize the technological needs of the campus.
The committee recently established a
steering committee meeting weekly to offer
additional input and keep the group focused,
said Michael Hoadley, assistant vice president for Information Technology Services.
Hoadley presented the senate with the
rounctl's beginning, present initiatives and
steps in the future.
"Our whole motivation for looking at this
rommittee was pretty clear ... trying to build
an alliance for some of the groups across
campus, • he said.
Mihir Chattetji, also assistant vice president for Information Technology Services,
said Provost Blair Lord the rommittee is serving a purpose in a time ofstate financial woes.
"When you're not sure about the budget
and unsure about the times ahead, it's the best
time to be doing some planning," Chattetji
said.
Senate members discussed the membership for a grant review rommittee.
The Professional Development Grant
Review Committee is an ad-hoc group of the
university's Center for Academic Technology
Support.
Last year the rommittee had 12 members
and this year Hoadley proposed 13. The
Faculty Senate will provide feedback to the
technology services after next week's senate
meeting.
The grant funds help a faculty and staff
improve technological skills for the classroom environment.
"My goal all along has been to make sure
that the reviewers represent the diverse
interests of the campus, • Hoadley said.
The membership will be a faculty or staff
member from each of the deans of the four
academic colleges, four staff, faculty or students selected by the Office of Academic
Affairs, one faculty member from each col-

lege selected in faculty elections and one representative chosen from Booth Ubrary.
The senate brought roncerns on how the
membership is chosen, including a large staff
membership that might not relate to faculty
needs.
Faculty members receive most grant
funds.
Instructional Support Staff and librarians
are staff that have received grants in the past,
said Graduate School Dean Bob Augustine.
The grant committee members have a difficult j ob, he said.
"I think the people in those (positions) j ust
sweat blood to really select well,• Augustine
said.
The senate passed a resolution to interim
President Lou Hencken and the President's
Council proposing a change in membership
on the Council on University Planning and
Budget.
The resolution rerommended dropping the
membership from 37 to 15 voting members,
simtlar to the past rounctl membership.
"I think we're trying to make this group
more representative of the original charter,"
said David Carpenter, English professor and
senate member.
The resolution states, "the present size and
composition ... hinder(s) the achievement of
(the CUPB's) stated objectives and the effective and effident execution of its responsibilities."
The senate also passed a motion to send
university representatives of the Electronic
Writing Portfolio a summary of the senate's
perceptions on the purpose and aspects of the
program.
Members associated with the portfolio
gave senate a review of the program earlier
this semester.
Faculty committee e lections held and
organiZed by the senate last month are still
unresolved.
The Faculty Senate approved the results
last week, but some candidate write-ins on
ballots have not all been rontacted for eligibility and Willingness to serve, said Doug
Brandt, physics professor and chair of the
senate Elections Committee.

• Buchanan A venue wi I I see
repairs to Morton Park, Fourth
Street bridge to be renovated

By early Mullady
CITY ED ITOR

The 2003-2004 fiscal year budget for
Charleston includes funding to create an
intersection at Ninth Street and Lincoln
Avenue during the closure of Seventh
Street's.
Mayor Dan Cougill said $150,000 has
been budgeted for moving stoplights
from Seventh to the corner of Ninth
Street and Lincoln Avenue.
"We'll probably be moving the
Seventh Street lights to Ninth, allowing
the university to close Seventh and start
construction of the fine arts center,•
Cougill said.
Eastern's Doudna Fine Arts Center
will expand across Seventh Street, closing a portion of the street. Traffic will be
heavier on Ninth Street as a result, so
the corner of Ninth Street and Lincoln
Avenue will become an intersection with
street lights.
This project will be paid for by using
motor fuel tax funds.
The proposed 2003-2004 budget was
introduced at the April 1 City Council
meeting and has since been under revisions.
"We had a good council,• Cougill said.
"The staff reviewed issues we raised and
questions we brought up; the new budget is being printed right now.•
Cougill said there were not big item
changes on the budget but there were
enough small changes to decrease the
deficit.
Several small items were addressed,
including a department's purchase of a
new vehicle which was postponed another year and was taken off this fiscal
year's budget.
Dean Barber, head of the public works
department, had previously included the
$8,000 fee for rental of a global positioning satellite terminal.

"We'll be moving the
Seventh Street lights to
Ninth, allowing the university to close Seventh
Street. "
-Dan Cougill

"The company we rented from before
offered to sell it to us for $4,500 so we
asked if the offer still stood," Cougill
said. "That saved us $3,500 right there.•
The revised budget includes everything from c ity and street repairs to
worker pension funds.
"We were able to narrow the deficit a
little bit so it is not quite so big,• Cougill
said.
In addition to moving street lights to
Ninth Street, funds are budgeted to pay
for landscaping the Lincoln Avenue
median near Ninth Street.
"I can't think of any other projects
that directly impact the university,
except some of the road repairs that
might inconvenience students," Cougill
said.
Buchanan Avenue will receive repairs
from Morton Park to Sixth Street,
Cougill said. The proj ect, which involves
widening the street, putting in new
curbs, gutters, blacktop and sewers, is
budgeted to cost $312,000.
The Fourth Street bridge repairs are
budgeted to cost $400,000. This project
includes widening the bridge and widening a small portion of Fourth Street to
transition back to the normal width.
Storm sewer changes may also have a
small effect on students living off-campus because of temporary road work.
Another factor on the budget is the
new water treatment plant which was
budgeted for the 2002-2003 fiscal year
but was not done. The $8 million proj ect
has been moved to this year's budget.
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EDITORIAL

Balance
decrease
OK idea
It's a fine plan for Eastern's Apportionment
Board's minimum balance In its reserve account to
decrease, but care needs to be taken In spending
so-called emergency money.
The AB's bylaw which stated the reserve account
could not fall lower than $100,000 has been pulled
Into question. The AB Thursday approved changing
the bylaw, so it may allow for the balance to fall to
no fewer than $75,000. The next step is for the
Student Senate to approve the change.
Dropping from $100,000 to
At issue
$75,000 is fine, but going lower
The lowering
would not be a good idea.
of the
Money is kept In a reserve
Apportionment
for a reason. The university
Board reserve
may not need $100,000, but hav- account
Our stance
Ing a good amount In a reserve
~money
account is neccessary.
would be
It was ultimately necessary
available to give
for the AB's reserve account to additional allobe lowered, so more money
cations, ratte'
than jJst sitti1g in
benefits the student body,
the account.
Instead of it sitting In reserve
for a rainy day.
Other state schools, such as Illinois State
University, University of Illinois and Western
Illinois University, are coping with the budget
crunch In similar manners.
University of Illinois, which doesn't have a spectfic committee allocating fees, is self-supported
more than anything, according to its budget office.
Its Union Board is supported by its bookstore, and
athletic money is derived from various sources
other than student fees. A spectfic board does not
allocate money to it.
Illinois State's general manager at its student
newspaper, The Dally Vidette, said with the tough
budget situation, it is inevitable that Jess money
will be allocated to organiZations next year than In
previous years. .
Western Illinois' Council of Student Activity
Funds, which distributes funds to about 65 organizations on campus, simply Increases its fees to
keep its account from having to decrease since it is
based solely on student fees, according to its
Student Activities financial officer. The officer did
not have the exact figure of the account available.
Continuously Increasing student fees to allocate
more money to fee-funded organiZations is something Eastern should be applauded for not doing.
Allocating the proper amount of money to
Eastern's five fee-funded organiZations, which
includes The Players dramatic club, the University
Board, Student Government, the Student
Recreation Center and the AB, is imperative. If the
Student Senate approves the bylaw change but
goes no lower, the tedious process AB has gone
through will benefit students more In the long run
The editorial ts the majority optnton of The
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Matt Meinheit
Sports editor
and bi-weekly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

Meinheit also is a
sophomore
journalism major.
He can be reached
at 581-2812 a
mrmeinheit<ii>eiu.edu

This past weekend I had my
first taste of "Freedom fries,"
and they were refreshingly
oppressive.
This is j ust a terrific example
of propaganda that I don't want
shoved down my throat. Well, I
did eat the fries, but that's
beside the point.
The point is propaganda like
renaming everyday things like
French fries to "Freedom fries"
is one of the most ignorant
ideas I have ever been subjected to.
During World War I people
started calling Frankfurters hot
dogs and sauerkraut "victory
cabbage." Well at least the hot
dog thing caught on. But those
circumstances were different.
Frankfurters and sauerkraut
were German foods, and the
Germans were the enemy.
This time the politically correct police decided to get rid of
the French. Under normal circumstances, I wouldn't care,
but the French are not the
enemy here. Just because
France opposed attacking Iraq
doesn't make them the enemy.
Many forget France has hundreds of troops in Afghanistan
helping the "War on
Terrorism." Whatever happened to that? The war on terrorism is so last year, forgotten
like a childhood toy.
The world hates the United
States because we are selfabsorbed idiots who think the

"The trivial pursuits of
the American people
are not necessary."
world revolves around us.
The United States has invaded Iraq, but on the home front
we are worried about what to
call a bunch of fried potatoes.
The trivial pursuits of the
American people are not necessary.
But we are Americans! We
are conceited enough and
spoiled enough to make frivolous pursuits seem important
while our tax dollars are used
to rain fire down upon a country whose people have to struggle to stay alive on daily basis .
While back in the United States,
people are fighting with semantics, so we are not reminded of
one our allies that j ust happened to have enough spine to
disagree with us.
Don't think the whole
"Freedom fries" thing is the
only example of propaganda in
the United States. A group in
Champaign is air ing television
ads promoting their American
unity rallies. In the commercial, they claim America is
completely united, and anyone
who says differently is a liar.
By that inane logic, I'm a liar
because Americans are not

united. Thousands of people are
protesting this conflict with
Iraq. Does that sound like a
united people? No!
Just for the sake of presenting the propaganda coming
from both s ides of the Iraq
issue, the newest music video
"Boom!," made by one of my
favorite bands (System of a
Down), is a great example of
anti-war propaganda. Anything
directed by Michael Moore
can't be considered anything
but.
But propaganda exists even
in our little corner of the world .
Ever heard of SONOR? SO NOR
stands for social norms, a
group dedicated to give Eastern
students the facts about alcohol
and drugs. With its old motto,
"0-4 and no more,• and its new
one, "Only a few@ EIU," they
are trying to tell people what to
do. While their intentions are
good, their methods are terrible.
Get a metallic beer stein and
slap one of SONOR's magnets
on it while drinking more than
a few drinks.
I hate people telling others
what to think. People have
brains for a reason, so they can
make their own decisions.
Don't listen to the propaganda, and certainly don't listen to
the incoherent ramblings of
this self-proclaimed idiot.
Get all the facts from both
sides, and think for yourself.
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YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Opinions should be based on facts
I am writing In response to
the column "Tell it like it is,
fellow patriots," published In
the April 2 edition of The
Dally Eastern News. I understand the arguments presented were opinions, but professionalism from an editor calls
for opinions based on facts.
Claiming statements such as,
"Bush is not elected president" as facts is an outright
lie. Bush did win Florida. A
recount of 10,644 ballots by
three news organiZations
found only a 49 vote gain for
AI Gore, and this was done
using the "most lenient
method of Interpreting the
challenged ballots" (New
York Times, Feb, 2001). As
for the popular vote argument, that is not how we elect

our officials, and if it were,
Bush would have campaigned
In New York City, Chicago
and other highly populated
areas.
People have every right to
oppose and protest the war. I
sympathize with the pacifist
case. However, the argument of "no blood for oil" is
unintelligent. America
imports three times as much
oil from Canada as we do
from Iraq (only 5 percent),
and the cost of the war will
far exceed any benefit from
oil. The war, believe it or
not, is one of national security and liberation from an
oppressive dictator.
It may be true a part of
the world hates us, but this
is not j ustified. Many indi-

viduals In foreign countries
are brought up to hate
Americans because we are
rich or too materialistic.
America certainly does have
a global presence. We are
currently giving $15 blllion
to Africa during the next
five years for AIDS
research and medicines. The
U.S. Agency for
International Development
gives millions every year to
countries around the world
for educational institutions,
hospitals and civic groups,

etc. The United States is
always the first and almost
always the only nation to
respond to disasters
throughout the world with
money, supplies and food.
I don't know where the
columnist got her numbers
from. However, CNN, Fox
News and USA lbday all
polled American support of
the war between 70 to 75
percent.
Kevin McManamon
Senior accounting major

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it conci se.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston ll
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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English_professors

dissect Psalter's
artistic elements
By Kristil Hauge
STAFF WRITER

Four professors dissected the
written, musical and artistic elements of "The Lutrell Psalter"
Thesday at the Booth Library speakerseries.
The group consisted of English
professor Timothy Shonk and
Bailey Young, art professor Jan
Marquart and music professor
Pater Loewen.
Young started the presentation
with background information about
the Psalter. He said the presentation
marks the first publlc event of the
medieval studies group. The group
would Uke to see a medieval studies
minor available in the future.
"We put on this presentation partly because it's fun for us and partly
because we want to share with the
community what we do,· Young
said.
Shonk, who also studied the manuscript as a physical artifact, said
the book may have been put together in the 1300s. He said the most
important parts of the manuscript
are the decorations and the places

where corrections have been made,.
The book holds 150 psalms and
Loewen discussed how these were
used for personal rellgious reasons.
He also explained the differences
between types of chants and songs
Written in the book.
Loewen said the singers had to
memorize all the melodies used for
the songs.
From the words and the songs
carne the artwork that decorated the
s ides of the pages. Marquart said
the images were not meant to illustrate what was going on in England
at the time, but what Sir Jeffrey
Lutrell, who contracted the book,
thought life should be Uke.
Meg Williams, a sophomore art
major, said she was fascinated with
the Middle Ages in many ways.
"I'm interested in learning calligraphy and illumination,• she said. "I've
gone and looked at medieval manuscripts in Ireland, but being able to
hear (Shonk) talk about how it was
manufactured ties my personal experiences and my education together. •
"College professors enjoy doing
things that are intellectually stimulating," Young said.

STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSO CI ATE PHOTO EDITOR

Timothy Shonk, an Englsih professor, speaks about the book Luttrell Psalter Tuesday afternoon in Booth Ubrary.

Art and science meet in pottery with arrival of new kilns
By Tim Martin
CAM PUS EDITOR

An art professor has a science
proj ect in Art Park West.
The professor, Dwayne Naragon,
has designed and built two kilns one of which will be experiment A
and the other experiment B.
"I'm kind of Uke a scientist,"
Naragon said
The 8Q.cubic-foot kilns, which can
reach thousands of degrees in temperature, are built from hard and soft
bricks and have structure Uke a
house. The kilns bake and harden
modellng clay.
After a shed was added to the
south end of Art Park West in

February, Naragon began designing
the two kilns. One would have the
features of a conventional kiln, while
the other would be derived from
Naragon's own ideas. The two are
connected in the middle by a long
manifold that directs the smoke outside.
Logan Hamllton, a sophomore art
education major and some other students helped Naragon With the labor
to build the kilns.
"It's not very often you get to help
out With a gas kiln,· Hamllton said.
"It helped that Dwayne knew the pattern - I j ust took instruction from
him."
The main difference between the
kilns is that one has hollow brick.

Naragon thinks the hollowness of his
custom design will make the kiln
more gas and energy effident
"I have 33 years of experience
With clay," he said. "I had a test run
from a grant (I had received), but I
want to run the process again to
make sure my research is thorough. •
In effect, Naragon will be comparing the effidency of the conventional
kiln to his own while tracking the
results.
Art department Chair Glenn Hild
said once the kilns are tlnished, a test
flring will follow and then the gas
tanks will be installed within 48
hours. Naragon said he hopes for the
kilns to be open by late this week or
early next.

Students must currently send their
ceramics to a kiln located on campus.
The vehicle and costs are covered by
Facilities and Planning. said Naragon
who estimated thousands of ceramics are transported in a single semester.
Original plans called for the shed
to be constructed in October, but the
construction company that was to
build the addition to Art Park West
chose to work on other projects, Hild
said
"Even if they had gotten everything done on time, I don't know if
there would be a difference (in the
delays)." he said.
The on-campus location, and not
money, slowed down progress for the

kiln construction because there was
no immediate need, Hild said
"There wasn't a great rush,· he
said. "We are accommodating students' needs and since it's not a serious issue we could take a Uttle
longer."
Hamllton said the travellng was an
inconvenience, but that it didn't bother him.
"Me personally, I'm not bitter I'm easy going, • he said. "I know lots
of students want the kilns here.·
Naragon said the constant movement of ceramics from Art Park
West to campus is getting annoying.
"It's kind of at a point where it's
sort of getting old," he said. "But I've
accepted it •
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Campus pond battles
fertilizer, algae before
hosting greeks, fish
By Dill Valenzicm
STAFF WRITER

Fraternity and sorortty members
pull each other Into the Campus Pond
during the tugs event as part of
Greek Week.
Local residents and students fish
there and people sit by relaxJng.
But few of them know what goes
on below the surface of the Campus
Pond located south ofl.antzArena.
Although the pond Is nice to look
at, Jon Collins, supertntendent of
grounds, said the pond has a few
problems.
!he water Is too high In nitrates,"
Collins said "The parking Jots north
and south of Lantz and Lincoln drain
Into it, as do the varsity football, softball and soccer fields. •
Because fertilized athletic fields
drain into the pond, the water has a
high concentration of the nitrates
that promote grass growth.
However, those same nitrates also
foster algae growth, which can be a
big problem if overgrown, said
Charles Pederson, a biological sciences professor.
"When the algal bloom that occurs
on the surface dies, it will settle out to
the bottom, • he said. "What happens
then Is the algae Is going to undergo

decay.
"Decay of organic matertal consumes oxygen. Eventually this
makes the pond uninhabitable by
organiSms that require oxygen, such
as fish. "
The Dlinois Department ofNatural
Resources stocks the pond With trout
every fall and sprtng, Collins said.
Collins said his grounds crew
install aeration fountains every
sprtng and remove them every fall.
The fountains replenish the oxygen
levels In the water.
These fountains not only keep the
fish alive, but higher oxygen levels
also aid In faster and Jess smelly
decomposition of algae.
The grounds crew adds a biological Ingredient that "ties up phosphorus, • which Is the main fertilizer ele-

ment cause of algae growth, Collins
said.
Collins said his crew removes
mats of algae and other troublesome
aquatic plants when they appear on
the surface. They also pertodically
add a dy e to reduce sunlight penetration.
The pond's second problem Is that
it Is too shallow and needs to be deepened, Collins said.
"Light penetrates all the way to the
bottom helping to Increase the algae
problem,· he said
Pederson, who is currently in
charge of a class project mapping the
body of water, said more problems
are caused by the depth of the pond
"The deepest point In the pond Is
about 1.9 meters {about 6.2 feet),"
Pederson said.
"It's a small volume pond and relatively shallow. Therefore, when you
move Into the summer months it
tends to heat up and it doesn't take
long for the temperature to Increase
to a point that Is going to stress any
kind of organism that Is In there. •
In order to correct these problems,
Pederson thinks a few things need to
be done.
"Instead of draining water from
the surrounding fields,· Pederson
said "It could j ust go rtght Into
stormwater runoff.
"The other thing that would probably have to be done would be to
remove the extremely fertile or high
nutrient sediments that are In the
pond already.•
In other words, Pederson thinks
the pond should be drained and dug
deeper.
"We {the B iological Sciences
Department) have occasionally suggested that we have the expertise to
help manage the pond as a natural
resource
we're kind of
approached w ith Indifference, •
Pederson said.
Collins said, "The B iological
Sdences Department uses the pond
as one of its Jaboratortes. They
should have a say In what happens to

it..

Jordan Venetta, of Lerna, fishes in the Campus Pond Tuesday night. Fertilizers used on the athletic fields surrounding the pond have raised the nitrate levels in the water.
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U.S. warplanes have air control U.S. doesn't know if
over 100 percent of Iraqi territory Hussein is alive or dead
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States declared air
supremacy over all of Iraq on
Thesday, asserting its warplanes
can fly anywhere with impunity,
even though an Air Force attack
plane was shot down near Baghdad.
Until now the Pentagon had said
it owned the skies over all of Iraq
except in the Baghdad area and
over Tikrit, the hometown of
President Saddam Hussein, where
air defenses were the strongest.
"Coalition air forces have established air supremacy over the entire
country, which means the enemy is
incapable of effective interference
with coalition air operations," Maj.
Gen. Stanley McChrystal, vice
director of the Pentagon's Joint
Staff, told a news conference.
He did not mention that an Air
Force A-10 warplane was shot
down near Baghdad on Thesday. It
is believed to be the first allied aircraft other than a helicopter to be
downed by an Iraqi surface-to-air

missile since the war began March
20. U.S. Central Command officials
said the pilot ejected safely, was
recovered by allied ground forces
and was in good condition.
Pentagon officials said the A-10
appeared to have been hit by a
French-made Roland missile, usually fired from a truck.
The military also announced
Thesday that a U.S. F-15E strike
fighter had been missing in Iraq
since Sunday. The two airmen
aboard the plane, which was based
at Seymour Johnson Air Force Base
in North Carolina, remain missing,
a Central Command statement said.
The cause of the incident was
unknown, the statement said.
Iraq began the war with formidable air defenses in the Baghdad
and llkrlt areas, which had not
been damaged by years of
American and British airstrikes in
"no-fly " zones over northern and
southern Iraq. Iraq's offensive air
forces are weak, and not a single

Iraqi aircraft has taken off to challenge allied planes.
The Pentagon announced, meanwhile, that the U.S. death toll from
the war in Iraq rose to 96. Eight
Americans are missing, and seven
are being held as prisoners of war,
according to U.S. figures.
McChrystal said allied aircraft
are focusing on supporting
American ground forces in and
around Baghdad, attacking remnants of Iraq's Republican Guard
and striking "time-sensitive" targets like the Baghdad building
where U.S. intelligence believed a
meeting was under way involving
Saddam and at least one son.
McChrystal would not say
Saddam was the target of that B-1B
bomber strike Monday. He
described the attack as "very, very
effective" and said the enormous
hole punched into the ground by
four one-ton bombs was "where we
wanted it to be." He would not
describe the target.

Talking:

in Florida, playing reactions to
potential scenarios.
"When we came back from exercises and took off our shoes is
when Saddam did his thing,· he
said.
Cougill remembered the exact
circumstances of his deployment.
He was informed at 6:30 p.m. Aug.
13, 1991, that he would need to go to
Desert Storm/Desert Shield to set
up the command center and he
would be leaving at midnight.
He was supposed to move his
son, Chris, into Eastern the next
day to begin his first year of college.
Sally moved Chris into school
and Andy, who was 13 at the time,
stayed with Schwarzkopf's wife,
Brenda, while his parents and
brother left.
"Andy was the most affected by
Desert Storm," Couglll said. "It
was like in six hours he lost his
brother, mother and father and he
didn't know when they were coming back."

Cougill served as director of
command control communications
and computer systems under
Schwarzkopf.
"I j oke with Schwarzkopf that I
was there before he went and came
back after he left,· Cougill said.
He was there for eight months
and returned to his family with
his friend and co-worker Jack
Liede.
"Jack and I maintained our sanity through humor," Cougill said,
mentioning their spit-wad wars
during meetings and their survival, by thinking of the two cases
of Stag beer he purchased before
they left.
"Our wives sent us pictures of
two bottles of Stag with their
garters around them,• he said.
"Jack said it would be great if we
could go home, lay in our yards and
have our wives pour Stag beer on
us.·
The two were welcomed with
bottles of Stag beer and their families.

Cougill called to serve
the day before moving
son to college
CO NTI NUED FROM PA GE 1

baby when the Cougills were there,
is now graduating from college.
About three months before
Operation Desert Storm/Desert
Shield, Couglll met with Gen. H.
Norman Schwarzkopf at a staff
meeting. Fears that Russia would
invade through Iran and gain control over oil stopped along with the
Soviet movement and the group
was to think of enemies other than
Russia.
"When you try to come up with
the worst guy out there, it is easy to
pick Saddam Hussein," Couglll
said.
A few weeks before the war, the
group ran command post exercises
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WASHINGTON (AP) - For
U.S. leaders, the latest airstrike
aimed at Saddam Hussein has
returned the Iraqi president to
the Umbo he had occupied after
the first bombs nearly three
weeks ago. Officials just don't
know if he is alive or dead.
After videotapes were aired
last week in which Saddam
seemed to refer to wartime
events, officials said he probably
had survived the March 20 strike
aimed at killing him.
Then on Monday, U.S. intelligence learned that Saddam and
sons were possibly going to attend a
meeting With Iraqi intelligence officials in a building in the al-Mansour
neighborhood of western Baghdad.
The site was in the same general part of Baghdad where Iraqi television had shown Saddam being
mobbed by supporters on Friday,
said one U.S. official, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
The intelligence information
was passed to U.S. Central
Command, which directed a B-1B
bomber to the site. Forty-five minutes later, it dropped four bombs.
"We characterize that strike as
being very, very effective," said
Maj. Gen. Stanley McChrystal,
vice director of the Pentagon's
Joint Staff, to a news conference.

Technology:

Students used
problem solving skills
and creative thinking
CONT INUED FROM PAGE 1

asking someone else," said
Kristen Zinkgraf, an eighth
grader at Mulberry Grove.
Others students hoped to network.
"I think we've benefited
because we got to meet new people, look at the college and we will
be influenced to go to college
here," said Joe Allspach of

"What we have for battle damage
assessment right now is essentially a hole in the ground ... where we
believed high-value targets were."
Three houses were destroyed.
It was unclear who was Within,
and whether there were any survivors. Thesday, Iraqi rescue
workers recovered bodies from
the debris with a bulldozer. The
body of a child and part of a young
woman were pulled from the site.
Iraqi security around the site
was light, raising questions about
whether anyone important had
been inside.
1\vo of the bombs dropped
were bunker-busters, designed to
penetrate underground tunnels.
However, officials said they had
no specific information that there
were underground facilities at
the site. The bombs were apparently dropped in case there were.
Some U.S. officials described
the target as a restaurant,
although an AP reporter at the
scene saw the only restaurant in
the neighborhood was some distance away and still intact.
American defense and intelligence officials insisted Thesday
the right target had been struck.
Determining Saddam's status
remains the same challenge it has
been since the war began.

Mount Pulaski.
Allspach's classmate Korey
Letterle said he got to take a
glimpse at the future.
"(Students) taste a little bit of
the field of technology and engineering and see some of the
fields that accompany this particular subject," Letterle said.
Corey Duzan, vice president of
the
Technology
Education
Collegiate Association, said the
event served an important purpose.
"They (students) are using
their problem solving skills,
doing group work, but they're
also using creative thinking,"
Duzan said.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Suburban Express has an opening
for a motivated, mature, responsible person to run the Suburban
Express ticket sales office in
Charleston. Train April and start
late August. Duties include sales,
bookkeeping, customer service,
etc. Must be available Tue-Fri
10am-4pm each week of fall and
spring semester. Must have excellent communication skills, professional demeanor and strong work
ethic. $1 0/hr starting. No work
during
university
vacations!
Excellent j ob for EIU grad student.
faculty spouse or schoolteacher
spouse! To apply, please visit
Suburban Express office at 1520 S
Fourth Street Tue-Fri 10am-3pm.
- - - , - - - - - - - - 4/ 11
Wanted: Seasonal interpreter at
Lincoln Log Cabin to assist in the
interpretation of historical. cultural,
and natural resources. Requires
the wearing of period clothing of
the 1840's, f~eld and garden work,
working with animals, and the
public. Hours are 9-5 Wed. -Sun.
Will train. Call 345-1845 ext. 5 for
more information or apply in person at Lincoln Log Cabin.
4/ 11
HA:-V=E-:F:-U:-N-A:-N-::D-M,...,...AK-:E:-:-M-=-ONEY
OUTDOORS THIS SUMMER!!
Schaul's Signature Events in
Niles, IL is a full service catering &
event co. and we are offering full
and part-time summer positions
for event staff. Candidates must
be friendly, dependable, and team
oriented. Schaul's offers excellent
pay $8-13 per hour and a friendly
work environment. To apply, call
and request an application, or on
line at schauls.com, or apply in
person.
Schaul's
Signature
Events 7136 W. Touhy Ave. Niles,
IL 60714. (847) 647-9304.

Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
4/ 18
TA:-::B:-::0:-:-L-:-::
IS::-M:---B
=:R=-::EAKA -..,.-,M=E=
THROUGH! "I lost 40 LBS in 2
months!" " Ephedra Free" 1-800231-5612
4/ 30
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303

Are you a RELIABLE student
looking for a great summer job?
Student Publications is hiring for
circulation. Shift is from 6am to
Sam Mondays and Wednesdays.
Come by 1802 Buzzard Hall for
more information and an application.

3 & 4 BR house, close to campus
with W/D, no pets. Call 345-9670.

4BR house across from Buzzard1919 9th St. $220/ mo each.
Trash, A/C, WI D included, 10 or
12 mo. lease. 258-0661 before 5,
342-3475 after 7pm.
-=-=----,..-....,---4/10
3 BR house 1 1/ 2 block f rom
campus (1 115 Fourth). We
mow. furnish t rash pick up.
Plenty of parking. Call Martha
at Coldwell Banker 348-0191 or
232- 2873.
4/10

4 BR house , WI D, basement. 10
or 12 month lease. near campus
Call 348-7563
4/10
2/ 3::--::-BR,..-,.H.,.OU-S::-:E::--18:-1-:-0-JO-::-H-:-N..:SON.
$ 250/ 2, $200/ 3. 348-5032
- = - = - - - - - - -·4/11
5 BR house w/ garage, 1/ 2
block from MLK Union, 10
mo. lease, $240/ mo . each
person, deposit $1200. Call
276- 6021.
4/11

------~:---:::--::----,.-00
·

Are you a RELIABLE student
looking for a great summer job?
Are you available 9am to noon or
1-4pm? Come into 1802 Buzzard
Hall for more information and an
application.

----------------~00

------:-:--::-:--:-:-:-:-:-:--4/ 9
Now leasing for Fall2003. Cozy, 1
BR apt. Laundry. $300/ month.
303 1/ 2 Polk. 897-6266
:-:-:--:--:--=-:-::::::=-:---:= :-·4/ 9
1\bN~R:rFal ;nn, rt:e4 BRiu.ise
rext to MJta1 Pal<.l..age deck.l..a.ncty
good p111<.fy. $200 mch. 897-6266
_________________4/ 9
Now leasing for Fall 2003.
Roomy, 4 BR house, nice shaded
patio. Good parking. 731 4th
street. $225/ person 897-6266
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·4/ 9

You'll be sorry ....
If you rent that DRAFTY, big old
house with HIGH utili~ies. CHECK

OUIR B~LLS ! !!
lJUJlWlJffl MMfiG!Mlhl

1,2, &3Bedrooms

4LOCATIONS
Close tocampus

345-6533

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17

Ljncolnwood Pjnetree
Apartments

Brittany Riidge T~ow rnhouses - Now
with New Carpet & Vinyl, and DSL,
phone, cable jacks in a:n bedrooms.
Comto rta ble, Affordab le, IEc.onom ical
Housingr for 3 to 5 residents
Prices from $188 to $251 eac.h

Wow, the lu.xury life. AJC, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, deck, 2Y.~ baths.
No dishwashing, laundromats, or
standing in l ine for the· bathroom1.

!e ,....~ Across from CarmanHall ~
345-6000

~ttH ~

The DailyEastern News
Classified ad form

More time for IPiaystation 2

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Student: D Yes D No

Under classification of:
Expirationcode (office use only):
Compositor: _ _
Personaccepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $
Payment: Check No.

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

-~~"'~~Crossword
AC ROSS

20High dudgeon
21 Baby's ring
23There are six
of these in
the middle of
17- and 56Across and
11- and
25-Down
28 Razor brand
29Hand or foot
30"Well, well!"
31 Reassuring
words
32High mucka-mucks
340
f the flock
161t comes
wit h a charge 35 Ending of the
Bible
17
Nondefensiv 36Medium set tings?
e military
move
38Punishment.
metaphori19Shine, in
cally
product
names
41 Base tune
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cells per word each consecliive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word frst dayfor studelis wth vaid10, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 wordminim1111.
DEADLINE2p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NOEXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered li>elous or in bad taste.

Re~~t111or

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
C AMPU S C LIP S
PRIDE: Weekly meeting to be held on Wednesday, April 9th at Spm in
the Martinsville room of the union. www.eiu .edu/- eiupride
EIU SPEECH TEAM: Forensics Showcase to be held on Wednesday
April 9th at 6pm in Coleman Auditorium . Come see the speech t eam's
encore performance after an outstanding 2002-2003 season
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT : An evening with Jerome Harste on
Thursday, April 17th from 7 -9pm in the life science building room 2080.
Lecture based on his book BEYOND READING AND WRITING:
INQUIRY. CURRICULUM AND MULTIPLE WAYS OF KNOWING featuring digital display of proj ects and hands on activities.
ENGLISH DEPARTM ENT: Jerome Harste workshop to be held on
Thursday, April 17th from 1:3-4pm in the Rathskellar Balcony in the
basement of the union. A free workshop given by Dr. Jerome Harste
featuring his research on inquiry based education. Hands-on activities
with provided supplies.

ATIENTION FRESHMAN EDUCATION M AJORS: Want to get paid to
spend next summer in Chicago and earn $14.000 for college? Come
find out about the Golden Apple Scholars program. 7pm tonight! In the
Charleston/Mattoon room in the union. Bring a pen and paper.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM S Study Abroad Orientat ion tonight 56:30 in Blair Hall Room 1103. Studying Abroad? Attend Orientation
tonight in Blair Hall Rm. 1103 from 5-6:30 pm

..J • m Wood. Real
1512 A S treet. P.O . Box 377
Cha rleston, IL 61920
2 17 345-4489 - Fa x 345-4472

1Composer
whose music
is often
heard at
graduations
SWord on
some diplomas
11TV sked
abbr.
14Take for a
while
15When the
Boston
Marathon is
held

.1't-~~}9-~
Jhu Wood ,

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA: Business Meeting on Wednesday, April 9th
at 5:30pm in the Effingham room of the union.

Stud io, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
A partments
• L o t s o f s pace
• Swi mm in g poo l
• V o ll eyba ll co urt

NOW it's time to find a place, to decide where.
1&2 person apts., 3&4 BR houses, Brittany
Ridge Townhouses for 2-5.

SMITH-MERRITI PERSUASIVE SPEAKING CONTEST: for SPC
1310 students The preliminary round will be Monday April 14 at 7pm
in 2130 Coleman Hall. The final round will be Wednesday April16 at
7pm in the Effingham Room in MLK Union 3rd floor.

Edited by Will Shortz

43Garage figure
4501d-hat
47Santa
(hot wmds)
48"Paradise
Lost." e.g.
49Roguish
50Jam producer
52Scam artist
541995 court
V.I. P.
55 Eastern way
56"J ust do it."
e.g.
62Lennon's
lady
63Sun Valley
locale
64Mirage sight
65Theologian's
subj.
66Dot in the
ocean
670 n the dot

8Like sandpaper
9"Just do it"
shoes
10Away
from
DOWN
the wind
1Tiny toymak11 Fix
er
12"
10" music
2Hula hoop?
13Eskimo
garb
3Lon_q-snouted ffsh
18Tour for
Nicklaus
4Basketball
stat
22"Mon Oncle"
star
5Back in?
or 27
231,8
GPiace for a
pin
24" Step _ !"
7Financ ing
25Some adult
abbr.
education

No.0226

26Dog star?
27Emerging
31 Capital of old
Moldavia
33Crosby partner
34Reveal accidentally
37Future J.D.'s
hurdle
39Auricular
40Knock flat
42Connors
contemporary
44Hanukkah
item

45Fiock leader
46Like federal
tax laws
47 From the
heart?
50Sweat units
51 Group values
53Earl(: 12thcen ury date
57Leader in a
beret
580n a roll
rule
59GOLady's man
G1Unwoven
abi ity

Wednesday, April 9, 2003
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

SUB LESSORS

EARN $1000 FOR YOUR GROUP.
Great 3 BR at 1059 1Oth street.
Central Air, trash paid. dishwasher. WID. $270 per person. Call
Rob 348-8650.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 11
3 bedroom 2nd floor of 2 flat.
1409 9th street. Everything is
new. Must see. $235 per month
per student. plus utilities. No
pets. No laundry. Call 348- 1474
.,..----,-----~4/11
5-6 bedroom house 1409 9th
street. House has 6 bedrooms but
I will consider only 5 students.
Completely
remodeled .
Hardwood floors. ceiling fans.
Must see. $235 per month per
student. plus utilities. No pets. No
laundry. Call 348-1474 for showing .
::-::-_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 11
1.2.3
bedroom
apartments
Oldetowne Management. Close
to campus. 345-6533
---,,.------....,-:-:--4/ 11
Female tenants needed for quiet
1, 2 bedroom apartments. Very
unique. sun deck. antique floors.
Too much to list. Call 348-0819.
Leave message.
::-=-c::-::c:-:-:----:-:-:----:-:---4/ 15
3 BR 2 BA New fridge. New stove.
New WI D. Trash included. $250
each/ month. 348.6292
- . , . . - - - - - - - 4/ 15
New 3 bedroom apartment 1305
4th street. Dishwasher. WI D. sink
in every room . Cost-efficient and
spacious. Ryan 348-7936
-::--:::-::-::-::--:::------4/ 15
Fall 2003: Close to campus. 2
blocks to Union. 2 blocks to Old
Main. 1/ 2 Block to SRC. 5 BR
house. WI D. CA w/ heat pump.
Low utilities. Plenty of parking.
Nice yard. $225/ person. 348.0614
.,-::--..,-----,-----4115
3 BR. 2 bath house 2 blks from
campus. WI D. AIC. $250 each.
Fall 03. 348.8286 after 6pm.
,---,----.,--.,----4115
5 Bedroom House with 2 baths! 2
kitchens with stove/fridge. Also
washer/ dryer. dishwasher and a
basement with plenty of extra
storage. Want it DSL ready-no
problem! 345-5088. $275/ person.
---,---....,....,.--,---.,..4/ 15
Newly remodeled very nice 4
bedroom house! It has 2 full
baths. stove/fridge. w/ d. DSL
writing available. 345-5088.
$27 5/ person
4/ 15
5 7b-e....,dr_oo_m--=-h-o-use--:2:-:-b-::lk-s-from
campus. Partially
furnished
stove/ fridge with new furnace.
Very spacious and nice! 3455088. $275/ person.

Homes for fall 3.4,5 BR WI D. CI A.
trash paid within 2 blocks of campus 345-3253
4121
3 -=-B-=-R-A-=P-=
T-L-:0-:C,.-A""T"'ED::--A-::-T-:2..,.-,02. 1/ 2

Nice 4 BR house w/ office.
Excellent location. Near Lantz.
Call 345-0652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

ALL GALS: Very clean. 2 BR furnished apt. Water. trash. laundry
room. all included for $260/mo.
on the corner. 1111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373.
Evening: 348-5427
___________________00

LARGE 4 BR house. All rooms
with NEW DSL. cable. phone
jacks and fans. WI D. CI A. furnaces. dishwasher. refrigerator
and range. Off-street lighted
parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
24/7
maint.
10-12
me/lease. 4 min to EIU. mowing
and trash included. JWheels 3463583
-,.,.,..--:-,:--,----,--~~00
,
HUGE 4 BR house with BJG closets! 3 new baths. all rooms with
DSL. cable. phone jacks and
fans. New WI D. AIC. 24/7 maint.
10-12 me/ lease/ All new windows. off-street lighted parking.
Great front porch and deadbolts
on doors! 4 minutes to EIU.
Mowing and trash included.
JWheels 346-3583

Available for Summer. 4 bedroom house. WI D. AIC. trash
pick up. parking . lawn care. 3486563
--,.,....-------::-_4/ 9
Beautiful house on 1st Street.
short walk from campus and rec.
$280 a month. must be a girl. Call
soon! 581-2066
4/18

----.,:-:-:--:---=-::-:=:-4/ 15
Now available for Fall 2003. studio apt. $260/ month . Includes
heat. water. & trash. 411 Harrison.
897-6266.
----::---=----::-:-,....,..--4116
Now leasing for Fall 2003, roomy
4 bedroom house. Nice patio.
good parking. 731 4th .$225
each. 897-6266.
--------,---,,...--4116
2 bedroom house. WI D. trash.
furnished. off campus. Available
August. $%00 per month. 3453411
--,----,-,-,-,----4/ 17
Very nice 1 bedroom apartment.
All utilities paid. Available June.
$450 per month. 345-3411
-----,--.,....,...,...,....,,..,....,-~4/17
Rooms for rent 2003-2004 School
Year. Two locations: 2nd St &
Monroe. Call 345.0853 or
342.4399
4/ 17
AT=T=EN-:::T::-:10::-::N-:--:-LA-:-D=-:1-::-Es=-:-L:-:A:-=R:-=G E 3
BEDROOM VICTORIAN. HUGE
KITCHEN. COZY LIVING ROOM.
HARDWOOD FLOORS COMFORTABLY SUITABLE 3-4 GIRLS.
$260/ MONTH PER STUDENT345-7507.
- - - - - . . . . , - - - - 4/ 18
2 bedroom house. 3 blks from
campus. off-street parking. A/C.
furnished. trash paid. 217 -8689015
---.,.-----,,.----.,----=--:4/ 18
1 block from Old Main. 5&6 BR
homes. 3 BR apts. remodeled
house for 2. WI D $250/ person.
549-1521
4/ 18
7
For -:R:-e_n_t--=F...,a1:1:--=200::c3::-4:--::B-::R...,house
with w/d. Walk to campus. Lawn
care and trash included. $820 per
month. Call 815-575-0285.
-::-::---..,..----,,.------4/ 18
2 BR partially furnished apt on
square. Available now or Fall.
$360/ month total. 10 or 12 month
lease. 345-4336
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 18

6TH ST. CARPETED. NEW
KITCHEN. BATH WITH SHOWER.
AIC. WASHER & DRYER. CALL
345.7522 AFTER 5:30 345.9462
,..,.------,----,,---4130
2 BR Apartments. CIA. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 345-9636 after 6pm
,..,.----,.-,.,.,-----,,..----4/ 30
4 BR HOUSE. 11/ 2 baths. walk to
Buzzard.
345.4489.
Wood
Rentals. Jim Wood. Realtor.

:::-::~=-:----:---::--:--5/2

NEAT 3 BR house for 3 quiet residents. Fresh carpet. vinyl. cabinets. Washer/ dryer. a/c. $630
month. 345.4489. Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood. Realtor.
5/ 2
3-=B::-R:-:HOU=-:-::S::::E.:-:1:-:-block.,..-,-to-,S::-taci.m--::. - .wid.
cenral ale. $630 month. 345.4489.
W:xx:t Renals. Jin W:xx:t. Reata:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 2
3 BR house for 3-4. 1 block to
EIU. close to Stix, Krackers. etc.
Ugly. but mechanically sound .
$630 month. 345.4489. Wood
Rentals. Jim Wood. Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 2
Grad student. faculty. staff. Apts
for 1 person. close to EIU. $300350. 345.4489. Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood. Realtor.
-=::---:-:=--:-::---:--:::---5/ 2
2 BR apt. 1/ 2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl. central ale. $230/ person. 345.4489. Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood. Realtor.
-::-::--------::-:--5/ 2
2 BR money saver @ $190/ person. Cable & water incl. Don't
miss it. 345.4489. Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood. Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 2
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES. NEW CARPET. VINYL.
DSU phone/ cable outlets. Best
floor plan. best prices! 345.4489,
Wood Rentals. Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 2
4 BR house for 4. great 10th St
location. 1 1/ 2 baths. a/c.
345.4489. Wood Rentals. Jim
Wood. Realtor.
----,--,..,..-,..,..----5/ 2
1 person looking for a roomy apt?
Try this 2 BR priced for one @
$350/ mo. Cable TV & water incl.
345.4489. Wood Rentals. Jim
Wood. Realtor.
-::::::-----::----:--:-:-::-::.5/ 2
2 BR apts near Buzzard. $460/ 12
months. water incl. Low utilities.
AIC. coin laundry. ample parking.
345.4489. Wood Rentals. Jim
Wood. Realtor.
5/ 2
G-=R-=E-:-:AT::--:L-=o-=c-=-=AT=:-JO::-N:-:-:--:-:N::IN:=
T:-:Ht""LI. NCOLN ONE. 2 BR APTS SUITABLE FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS.
348-0209.
_,....,.-,-,...,--,.,=c::-:==--,.,::-::--5/ 5
BUCHANAN STREET APTS. 1.2.3
BR. OFF-STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 549-6215
---,-..,--,-,-,-----5/ 5
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
available summer and 2003-2004
semesters. Call for info: 345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
1025 4th St. 5 BR partially furnished,
deposit
required.
Available August. 618-580-5843
- - - - - - , . . . - - - - 5/9
Great location across from park! 4
bed. 2 shower. off street parking.
large backyard. new WI D. $250
per/ person + deposit . 1210
Division. 235-0939.

~--:-~~~-=--~.,-,.,--.,.00

REDUCED RATES. 3 BR APTS
FOR FALL. 11 MONTH LEASE.
NO PETS. 348-8305

House for rent 3-4 BR. 2 showers.
air. WID. off-street parking. 202.4456

~-..,-~~-~~=---00

FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2. 3&4 BR
houses. Great locations. close to
campus. 24/7 maint. Great prices.
Call now! 346-3583

00

F0::-:R,.-.,-LE=-A:-::S:-::E:: -=
Fa-,11:-:2::-::00-==-3--,2::-:&-:4-::BR
houses. DSL wiring. central air,
ceiling fans. cable/ phone j acks.
24/7 maint. 10 or 11 1/ 2 month
lease. WI D. newer appliances.
Call 346-3583

-----,--,....,~~-00

Newly recarpeted. 1.2.3 BR apts on
campus. Call Lindsay at 348-1479

,........,.-.,.-,.,.-.,-,.,---~00
·

SPACIOUS. 1 BR apt across from
EIU At 1542 4th St. All elec. cent.
Air. Good c loset Space. Trash &
parking included. Ideal for mature
student or couple. Availabilities
for June & August. 345-7286.

---....,-----------,~00

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

--....,--..,---::-::-:::-::-::-::-~00

Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
c lose to campus. Several 1.2&3
BR apts. 3 BR. houses available.
Sorry No Pets! 348.0006

-------..,..--------00

4 or 5 BR house. 2 baths. A/C &
WI D. 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273

----------~00

2 BR apt completely furnished
newly remodeled. no pets. trash &
water furnished. $235 per student. 235-0405.

----,---,...,-..,-.....,..--.,.-oo

Tired of apt Jiving? Riley Creek
~sMs~n 3BRhornes&

townhouses available beginning
June 1st. AI partially or fully furnished & close to campus.restaurants/shopping. PETS CONSIDERED. Call 512.9341 days or
345.6370 evenings. Leave Message.

~-~----=---=-~-,..,=--~00

NEW LISTING: 2003-2004. Nice.
brick house. Excellent Location. 8
people. $250/ person. 345.0652.
leave message

-.,.-:-::-::--.,----,:-;----::::---~00

Nice 1 BR apt with office space.
Excellent location. $350 per
month. Call 345-0652.
00
ST,..IL-L---=-SM-,.,.EL--L-=
TH-,E=--N"'E--w----=-c-=-o·N STRUCTJON! 1 BR/1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Polk w/ stove. refrig.
micro. dishwasher. washer/ dryer.
Trash paid. $450/ single. $275
ea/2
adults.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com

00

3 .,.B,...,
LO::-:C::7K:=S:-:F::::R:-::O::-M,-=:EI:-:U-,
@
:--=-:200:-::-:-1' S.
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet your
needs. Furn.@ $435/ single, $500/ 2
adults.
Unfurn.@$395/ single.
$460/ 2 adults. Stove. refrig. micro.
laundry room. Trash paid. 3487746. www.char1estonilapts.com

NICE. NEWLY REMODELED 3 BR
APTS. RENT AS LOW AS
$280/ PERSON.
FURNISHED.
SUPER
LOW
UTILITIES.
DSUETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022

~--=--=-=-~~,.....,~-=--~00

BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1.2&3
BR. OFF STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-3554 OR 346-3161 .

~--~----~--~~00

2 nice houses. all appliances.
WI D. Available Spring & Fall2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7 530
___________________00
SEITSINGER APTS 1611 9TH
STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD
MAIN. NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 2003 & FALL 03-04. COMPLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT &
GARBAGE
FURNISHED.
9
MONTH INDIVIDUAL LEASE.
CALL 345-7136

___________________00

2 BR townhouse apt. furnished.
trash pick-up included. 2 blocks
from campus. Call 348-0350

--~,.-.,.~~----=---~~00

FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048
00
3 =B-=R-:h-ou-se--=-fo-r-re_n_t....,fo-r...,F=-a-::11-:2=003.
Good location WI D & AC. trash.
off street parking. no pets. 3457286.
00
NJ-=c-=E-A-,P=-=T=-=s---=-s=TI-LL-A-,VA-I.....
LA-,B=-LE!
1,2,3 BR apts available for Fall
2003. Good location. reasonable
rates. trash. off street parking. no
pets. 345-7286.

00

BR~I=-TT=-A-N_,Y-,R=-ID=-G=-E~
TO-:-W-,.,..N.....
H..,..OUSE
.....
For 4-5 persons. central air.
washer/ dryer.
dishwasher.
garbage disposal. 2 1/ 2 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus. local responsive landlord. From $188-$225/
person. Available in May. Lease
length negotiable. 246-3083

___________________00

----------------~00

----------------~00

me t;."-\\) cR

~I(:M

~~~----~------~~00

NICE. 2 BR apts still avail. for next
year. $225 -$300/ person. Good
locations. good condition. locally
owned. locally maintained. No
pets. 345-7286

~-------------------,~00

2 BR house next to Morton Park.
Available for $375/ month. Pets
are welcome. 235-3373 or 3485427

---------...,---------00
'

Nice 4 bedroom house. 2
baths. semi-furnished, A/C and
dishwasher. Trash paid. 11
mont h lease. $245 per month
plus ut ilities . Call 348 -8641
after 5pm.
--,,---..,--....,-,::-----:-----:-4/ 22
Housing for 1-5 residents. VARIETY. Lists at 1512 A Street. Wood
Rentals. Jim Wood. Realtor. 3454489.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

FOR SALE
Two 2001 Honda Elite SR scooters. Model SA50. Very low
miles. $1400 each OBO Call
345 -4171
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 22

----~~--::--::-=:--~--~00

Comfy. large 2 BR house. All
rooms with DSL. cable. phone
jacks. New A/C. furnace. and
dishwasher. WI D. trash/ mowing
included. Nice yard. 24/7 maint.
10-12 month appliances and windows. Low utilities. Off -street
parking. Steel doors with deadbolts. JWheels 346-3583

18th Street. 2 BR apts w/stove.
refrig. micro. laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/single. $460/ 2
adults. Trash included. 348-77 46
www.charlestonilapts.com

N 0 N sEQuITuR

---,------~---,---,--~00

Leasing summer for 10-12 month.
1 BR {$350) & 2 BR ($400). Large
apts. furnished, ideal for couples.
743 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.

00

RO=cY""A""L-:H-::E::-IG=-:H-::T::::S:-A:-:P::::T=s-::-:15:-::079 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts. low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583

Cozy. 2 BR house all rooms with
DSL. cable. phone j acks. All new
appliances
and
windows.
Covered front porch . New A/C
and furnace. Low utilities. Trash
and mowing included. Off-street
lighted parking . Steel doors with
deadbolts. 24-7 maint. 10-12
me/ lease. 4 min to EIU. JWheels
346-3583

00
CL-O~S~E~T~O~S-H~O~PP~I-N~G-!-1~305

00

7
$2:-::979/::-M:-::o=-.---,I,.,.NC
L
:-:U-:-:D::-::E:-::S:--H:-:-E='AT.
WATER. & TRASH. ABOVE
MOM' S. DAVE 345-2171. 911am.

ROOMMATES
Roommate wanted for 2 bedroom
apartment. $260 a month. Call
Jennifer at 317 -9019
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 9
Do you need a roommate for
a U-COURT apt fo r next
yea r? If so. call Jason @
581.2792
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____;4/11
Roommates
wanted.
$295/ month.
Call
Lindsey
348.1479

Nice 5 BR 2 bath house 2 blocks
from campus. CIA. Free washer
and dryer. Low utilities. Private
backyard. We mow. Trash included. $245 each. 345-6967

___________00

AVAILABLE AUG 1 ON THE
SQUARE. EXTRA NICE. 1 BR
APT. CIA. CARPETED. DISH WASHER. ALSO AVAILABLE 1 &
3 BR HOUSES. CALL 345-4010
___________00

A=T=-TE~N-,T=-1~0-N-A-LL-G::-R::-A,.-,D:-U-A.T-

l NG SEN IORS! If you are
in terested in a yearbook of
your senior yea r. and are not
sure how to p ick it up. come
to the Student Publ ications
office. room 1802 Bu zzard
Hall. and for on ly $4 we w ill
mail you a copy in the Fall
when they are published. Call
581 - 2812 for more informat io n .

----------------~00

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The men of Delta Chi would like
to wish all sororities and fraternities good luck d uring Greek
Week.
4/ 8
F::-R-:-:AT=E=R::-N:::
IT:::-:
1E=-=s=. ---=s=-=o=-=R:-::0:-=R:::
IT=:-1:ES.
CLUBS. STUDENTS GROUPS:
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. OUR
PROGRAMS MAKE FUNDRAISING EASY WITH NO RISKS.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly. so get with the program!
It
works.
Contact
CampusFundraiser at 1-888-9233238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
4/10
JU-::S-::T-,-SP~E=-N-C~E=-=s-.-1-1-48,..--:6-th. ST.
HELP US KEEP OUR PRICES
LOW! DONATIONS WELCOME.
345-1469
4/10
AT""T"'E.....
N-:
T.....
I 0=-N_A_L_L_G=-R=-A.,...D,-U· AT-

Roommates for 3 BR furnished apartments. $290 per
person. 1509 S. 2nd . Call 3463583

----------------~00

----------------~00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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BY WILEY MILLER
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Greek Week Tugs: Little men
4pm. Tugs: big men following little
men at the campus pond. Greek
Week key note speaker at 7pm in
the Grand ballroom and Unity
event bowling and billiards at
9pm in the Union bowling alley. All
Today!
-------...,---,--,-,-419
Congratulations to Christi Mikel
of TRI SIGMA on getting lavaJiered to Denver Fox of SIGMA
NU
,-::----::::-:-:-:::-----::---:--::·4/ 9
Alpha Phi Tuggers: Good luck
today! I'll be cheering you on.
TUG TUG TUG Alpha Phi aceAlison
4/ 9

l NG SEN IORS! If you are
interested in a yearbook of
your senior yea r. and are not
sure how to p ick it up. come
to the Student Publ ications
office. room 1802 Bu zzard
Hall. and for on ly $4 we w ill
mail you a copy in the Fall
when they are published. Call
581 - 2812 for more informat io n .

DN\1::>\oN'f:.

Bu
.-:z=z::-:A:-=R-=D----=s=
Tu""D=E=-=N""Ts.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
00
SU
.....M-M--:-ER=--M---IN.,-1-=s-=T-=-o=-RA.,....G""E=-.-M.,..in .3
mo. lease. 4x12 to 10x30 units.
Phone 348-7746
4 BR apt. $225 each. 1/ 2 block
from campus.Trash included.
Plenty of free parking. 345-6967
___________00

PERSONALS
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BY AARON MCGRUDER

WrTH SE'IlRAL Eun nAMS OF F<lRMER U.S. SOLOIERS
HAVING SU((ESSFUUY SKURE~ EVERY MAJOR <AFLE
NEWS OUll.ET, GENERAL TOMMY FRANKS PROUDLY
ANNQUN(£() THIS MORNING THAT THE HLIIIERATION~
OF THE AMERICAN nLEVISED NEWS MEOlA HAO
TAI(EN PLA<E WITHOUT A SINGLE SHOT FIREQ.

FOR MORE ON THIS
IIREAk'ING STORY. UT'S GO TO
OUR MILITARY ANALYST, RETJREQ
MAJOR GENERAL ()()N SHEPP£RO -·
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MEN 'S GOLF

''The biggest plus (to the
win) was that they started a
lefty. "
-Head coach Jim Schmitz

Panthers:
CONTINUED FROM PAG E 12

The Huskies chipped away at the lead in
the third when center fielder Jeremy
Busch hit a one-out home run. Northern
failed to take advantage of two straight
two-out walks by Panther starter Matt
'JYson when Santoro popped up to third.
The Panthers regained their four-run
lead when Shelboume beat out a potential
inning-€nding double play ball to score
Walters from third.
The lead would be short lived as the
Huskies scored one in the fourth and three
in the fifth to tie the game at five.
In the bottom half of the inning, Eastern
put up a four-spot thanks to Walters' second
home run of the game - a three-run shot to
center.
"Walters picked us up with one swing,"
Pignatiello said.
The Huskies came back with three in the
seventh, but the rally was stopped as
Panthers reliever Jason Pinnell forced
pinch-hitter Thrry Rauk to ground into a 12-3 bases-loaded double play to preserve
the lead and the game.
"They are a very good team; it was a
good win," Panthers head coach Jim
Schmitz said.
Schmitz was extremely pleased with the
Panthers (12-16) ability to hit the Huskies
(15-10) left-handed starter Piekarz.
Eastern lost a game over the weekend to a
left-handed starter from Ohio Valley
Conference rival Morehead State, but
Eastern battered Piekarz (4-2) for eight
hits and seven runs, four of which were
earned in just four innings of work.
"The biggest plus (to the Win) was that
they started a lefty," Schmitz said. "The
Morehead Joss was to a lefty and part of
our game plan was to hit the lefty."
Schmitz wasn't the only one satisfied
with Eastern's effort against Piekarz;
Pignatiello also noted the importance of
beating a lefty.
"It was a good feeling that a lefty was
brought in to shut us (Eastern's left-handed
batters) down (and couldn't)," Pignatiello
said.
Micah Gray (3-0) picked up the win in
relief. The senior pitched two scoreless
innings to get the win.
Eastern will be back in action at 3 p.m at
Coaches' Stadium Wednesday as they face
Olivet Nazarene.

Eastern drops to 20th at Belmont Invite
hopes of many players at the top of
the leader board as the high winds
provided more difficult conditions
than Monday.
Belmont's Adam Wynia was one of
those victims as even playing on his
home course couldn't keep him from
following up his opening round 68
with a disappointing 77.
Southeast Missouri sophomore
Matt Hillis was tied with Wynia, but
also struggled to post an 8-over-par
79 and added salt to the wound by
finishing with a 78.
The biggest mover in the morning
was Robert Dinwiddie of Tennessee
State who tied the event low with a 5under-par 66 after a first round 73.
In the afternoon 18-hole round,
Anderson played consistent par golf
while Henley faltered with a closing
6-over-par 77.
Austin Peay went from starting
the day in fourth to winning the tournament by being one of the two
schools to shoot a final round under
290. The Governors found themselves two strokes down and one
behind Jacksonville State. Both of
those schools turned in their worst
scores while Austin Peay shot the
team-low round in the final 18 holes.
Jacksonville State finished as the
runner-up, four strokes behind. The
Gamecocks were looking to achieve
back-to-back team wins.
Rounding out the top ten was
Mercer, Florida Atlantic, Campbell,
Belmont, Tennessee State, SEMO,
Cleveland State and Tennessee Tech.

By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER

Eastern men's golf team finished
off the 54-hole Belmont Invitational
in a disappointing 20th after having
high hopes of a Top 10 finish.
Going into the 36-hole final round
Tuesday the Panthers stood in 11th
place and five strokes away from
l Oth
place
Tennessee
Tech.
However, at the conclusion of the
day Eastern found itself in 20th, five
strokes behind the University of
Detroit Mercy.
The individual title hopes for
Eastern freshman Dustin Sloat blew
away in the 15 mph winds at the
Legends Club of Tennessee.
Sloat followed up his opening
career-low round of 71 with an 11over-par 82 and a career high 84. The
Charleston native's place plummeted
from tied for 15th place to 97th
(Eastern's lowest finisher) .
Florida Atlantic's Matt Anderson
won the individual medal by shooting a total of 7-under-par 206. The
Owls senior followed up his opening
round 4-under-par 67 with a 68 and
finished with a even-par 71 to take
home the trophy.
Anderson and the rest of the field
were behind Mercer junior Jason
Henley after he fired a tournament
low 5-under-par 66. Henley shot a 2under-par 69 in the morning round
and found himself tied for the lead
with Anderson.
The morning round ended the

Top Cat:

Macklin entertai ned offers to
p lay football at a few smaller
Division II schools and offers
from larger schools to run track.
When it all came down to it,
Macklin had his son in the back of
his mind.
"I could have went to a couple of
Big Ten schools, but they were
only offering me one year paid
for, " Macklin said. "I have a son
back in Peoria to think about and
Eastern told me I had four years
regardless of inj ury."
Macklin was happy both his
mother and his 6-year-old son were
able to make it to the meet last

By Appointm ent Only
Tuesday- Friday<> 10 am - 9 pm
Phone: 581-7148

Scores

1. Austin Peay
2. Jacksonville State
3. Mercef
4. Florida Atlantic
5. Campbell Univefsity
6. Belmont University
7. Tennessee State
8. Southeast Missouri
9. Cleveland State
10. Tennessee Tech
Gardner-Webb
12. Morehead State
13. lipscomb
14. Tennessee-Chattanooga
15. Samford
16. DePaul University
17. Tennessee-Martin
Western Carolina
19. Univesity of Detroit Mercy
20. Eastern

287-280-285 - 852
285-281 -290 - 856
281 -284-293 - 858
284-286-292 - 862
293-280-291 - 864
288-300-292 - 880
305-289-287 - 881
289-299-294 - 882
300·293-298 - 891
294-301-298- 893
297-297-299 - 893
306-292-296 - 894
301 -294-303 - 898
310 ·285-304 - 899
290·307-304 - 901
310 ·294-299 - 903
306·300-298 - 904
308-299-297 - 904
311-297-297 - 905
299-310-301 - 910

Top 20 Players
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Matt Anderson (Florida Atlantic)
Robert Dinwiddie (Tennessee State)
Nick Mackay (Jacksonville State)
Matias Anselmo (Jacksonville State)
Joel Gibbons (Fiarida Atlantic
Matt Gallant (Austin Peay)
Ulf Hedlund (Campbell)
8. Adam Shanks (Austin Peay)
Jason Henley (Mercer)
10. Braxton Wynns (CampbeiO
Richie Head (Austin Peay)
12. Steve McDonald (Gardner Webb)
13. Jeff lozano (Mercer)
14. Joe Humston (Austin Peay)
Rory McCaughna (Gardner Webb)
16. Jimmy Blose (Southeast Mis.souri)
Adam Barker (Belmont)
Jonathon Jenkins (Mercer)
Adam Wynia (Belmont)
20. Kyle litter (Morehead State)
Brandan Price (Mercef)
Scott Kennedy (Florida Atlantic)

67-68-71 73-66-68 68-69-71 71 -69-69 69-69-72 74-68-69 69-68-74 69-70-73 66-69-77 70-69-74 71 -71 -71 73-71 -70 71 -71 -73 73-71 -72 71 -71 -74 70-76-71 70-73-74 71 -71 -75 68-77-72 76-71 -71 73-73-72 73-73-72 -

206
207
208
209
210
211
211
212
212
213
213
214
215
216
216
217
217
217
217
218
218
218

weekend.
"He loves to watch me run, "
Macklin said. "H e says he is going
to run when he is older. It makes
me feel good, and makes me want
to be a good role model. "
With nearly two months left in
the outdoor season, Macklin has
his eyes set on qualifying for the
regionals in both the 200 and 400.
Akers has faith in his senior, but
will be sad to see him leave after
the season ends.
"On the downside, he graduates
at the end of the year," Akers said.
"You don't generally replace someone like t hat."
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Panther fans can also imagine another season of
Thompson wearing a blue and white j ersey. The team
definitely could have used him because you don't
replace a Jason Thompson, you j ust find another forward.
This season freshman Jimmy Klatter Will have to
deal with defenses surrounding him similar to
Thompson's first two seasons. A Thompson return
could have meant another season of a 1-2 punch head
coach Adam Howarth definitely needs.
Another playoff appearance was likely for the
Panthers with Thompson, but without him, Eastern
rides its hopes on many unproven commodities.
It's amazing how I'm missing the most important
aspect of the decision. Will Jason Thompson graduate
from Eastern and get his degree? A scary question if
he doesn't become an integral part of the Bum's future.
Good Luck Jason. But it would've have been nice to
see you put up with Charleston for one more season
before you went back home.

o~ ~
,.,...,I

If you have any questions,
please call 581-3616.
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Eastern hopes to earn first OVC win against SEMO
By Mike Zakaras
STAFF WRITER

STEP HEN HAAS / ASSOCIATE PHOTO ED ITOR

Senior designated player Jen Green takes a swing against Tennessee-Martin last weekend. Green and the
Panthers are currently on a 13-game losing streak.

Eastern Illinois softball will
host
Southeast
Missouri
Wednesday in a doubleheader;
first pitch to be thrown at 2 p.m. at
Williams Field.
Eastern will be looking to create
positive momentum as the
Panthers have lost 13 games in a
row, and are currently 5-22 overall, and 0-5 in Ohio Valley
Conference play.
"We just have to stay positive
throughout the season, • senior
pitcher Kristen Becker said.
"We've noticed good and bad
things this season."
Eastern's last victory was a 3-0
win against Alabama A&M in the
Samford Invitational. Last weekend, the Panthers lost two games
to conference rival Tennessee Martin. The Panthers couldn't
overcome an early three-run
deficit and lost the front end of the
doubleheader 3-2.
The Skyhawks took the second
game of the double header 8-0 due
to the pitching and hitting of
Nicole Davis went two for three at
the plate and struck out six in a
complete game shutout.
Leading the Panthers offense is
j unior pitcher/infielder Karl
Hagerty. Hagerty iscurrentlyhitting .263, with 20 hits on the year.
Leading the Panthers on the

mound is Becker. The Belleville
native is 4-11, with a 3.03 ERA,
and was named to the Alllburnament team at the Samford
Invitational. Becker will be in the
circle as a starter for one half of
the doubleheader against the
Otahkians. Eastern will look to
give its most experienced pitcher
better run support. The Panthers
are currently seventh out of eight
OVC teams in hitting with a .203
average and are last in total runs.
"That will be pretty big for us
because it will allow the team to
relax early,· Becker said.
The
Southeast
Missouri
Otahkians are 7-18 overall, and 3-1
in the OVC. They are coming off a
weekend doubleheader split with
Austin Peay, winning game one 50, and dropping the second 2-1.
During the 2003 season, SEMO
has had troubles in the field by
making the second most errors
(43) in conference.
Otahkians
coach
Lana
Richmond is in her 21st year at
Southeast Missouri, and is the
winningest coach in OVC history.
Richmond's Otahkians are led
offensively by powerhouse Alana
Bagby-Leonard. Bagby-Leonard
is hitting .292, with 19 hits, including two home runs and three doubles. J essica Hunter, a junior
pitcher, is heading the pitching
staff. She currently has a 3-4
record, with a 3.73 ERA.

Ohio Valley shows strength in softball competition
By Matt Meinheit
SPORTS ED ITOR

One thing coaches in almost every sport
in the Ohio Valley Conference loves is how
competitive all the teams are. In softball
that high level of competition stands true.
"So far I think the conference has shown
it's going to be much more competitive this
year,· Tennessee Tech head coach Tory
Acheson said. "Top to bottom there is more
balance than last year and that's going to be
exciting."

The biggest sign of the balance of talent
between the eight softball teams in the OVC
is the results of this past weekend.
After being selected to finish last in a preseason coaches' poll, Thnnessee State (6-22,
3-8) has upset three of the top four top selections in the OVC, Thnnessee Tech (No. 2) ,
Tennessee-Martin (No. 3) and Southeast
Missouri (No. 4).
At the opposite end of the spectrum, preseason favorite and defending OVC champion Eastern Kentucky (14-13, 1-5) has struggled early on.

"The preseason picks are always interesting, because there is always things that can
affect your success," Acheson said.
"Eastern Kentucky will definitely be back in
contention by the end of the season.·
The Colonels early struggles in the OVC
schedule have turned out well for Acheson's
Golden Eagles who were picked to finish
second, but currently hold first place with a
record of 24-10 overall and 7-1 in conference.
"Obviously we're pleased with the way
things have gone so far,• Acheson said.

"One-third of the way into the season and
we're in first place and we hope to keep that
ball rolling until the end of the year."
Eastern was selected to finish fifth, the
same place it finished in the regular season
last year, after claiming third place in the
OVC Tournament.
One big problem for the Panthers has
been injuries.
Junior pitcher Trish Sanders might be out
for the remainder of the season with a fractured ankle.
Eastern head coach Lloydene Searle sat

Royal Heights Apartments
1 509 S. 2nd

Newly Remodeled
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts.

2003

New Carpet & Furniture • Central Air • Dishwasher

Great Location & Rent Rates
Ca ll 3 4 6 -35 83

Design the logo
fo r next year and
have it used in a ll
publications!
as

Homecoming chair Mailbox #11
in Student Activities Center
Contact Chelsea 581-5117
goddesschelsea@netscape.net
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Matchup breakdown

Thompson
should not
have left
Yes, prospects turning pro
too early happens in sports
other than basketball and
football. At Eastern, it's about
to hit home with men's soccer.
Forward Jason Thompson
elected to skip his senior season at Eastern and made himself eligible for the Major
League Soccer Draft. Time
will tell if Thompson made a
mistake, but one thing is for
sure - his decision could be
questionable at best.
Thompson ended third on
Eastern's all-time list in goals
and points with 40 and 96
respectively. So, it looked like
nobody could argue with the
decision. I'm assuming
Thompson was told by his
inner circle he would be a
high pick.
The draft went as well as
Thompson could have expected as the Garland, Texas
native was drafted in the second round (16th overall) by
the Dallas Bum. There's only
one problem with that.
Thompson signed a contract
with Nike Project-40, one of
12 high school age and collegians to do so. Created in
1997, Project-40 is ajoint venture between Major League
Soccer and U.S. Soccer aimed
at providing America's top
young soccer players with the
opportunity to play and train
daily in a professional environment.
Everybody including The
Dally Eastern News wrote a
heartwarming tale of the
home state prospect getting
drafted close to home after
being the big fish in a small
Charleston pond.
The problem - as the MLS
season begins this month,
Thompson is nowhere to be
found on the Dallas Bum
team. Oh, he's technically on
the roster, but he failed to
make the trip to Chile for six
preseason games. Correct me
if I'm wrong, but preseason
games are those contests
where coaches see what the
young talent can do. What
does it tell you when
Thompson has failed to play
one second in the Burn's eight
preseason games this season.
Apparently, he will get to
play in a league similar to
NFL Europe where he will be
playing against other players
who are Proj ect-40 players
not on MLS teams but similar
to his age. Similar to on-thejob training but not really.
Wait a minute, that's exactly what Thompson would be
doing in his senior year at
Eastern.
Not only that but one has to
question if Eastern's star
player is even in the picture
for the future of the Dallas
Bum franchise. If so, wouldn't they want him to get experience on the professional
level? Apparently not. In
fact, if by chance Thompson
does get the call from the big
club, he'll be picking splinters
out of his butt.
SH STEV ENS

+Page 10

Baseball vs. Olivet Nazerene
3 p.m. Coaches' Stadium
Softball vs. SEMO (2)
2 p.m. Williams Field
M1W Temis vs. Tennessee St. 2 p.m.
M1W Tennis vs. IUPU-Ft. Wayne 2 p.m.

ltti
8

Northern
Illinois

9

at

(15-10)

NORTHERN :
EASTERN :
PITCHERS:
Northern:
J. Piekarz
N. Stillwell

Eastern
Illinois
(12-16)

123 4 56 789- R H E
001 130 030 - 8 134
041 040 000 - 590

IP H R ER B8 SO
4.0 8 7 4 1 3
0.2 5 2 2
0
J. Caine
1.1 0 0 0
1
Z. Mnor
2.0 1 0 0 1
1
Eastern:
IP H R ER B8 SO
M. Tyson
4.0 6 5 5 5 1
M. Gray
2.0 4 o o 1 o
J. Pinnell
1.1 1 1 1 o o
N. Stone
1.2 2 2 2 1 2
Win - Gray (3-0).loss - Piekan (4-2). Save Save (4). HBP - Gray; Stone. PB - P9latiello.
Inherited runners/scored; Stillwell 212; Cane 3/0;
Gray 1/1; Pinnell 210; Stone 1/1.

Senior left fielder Danny Jordan
beats a pickoff move back to first
base. Jordan batted 1-4 for against
Northern Illinois and earned one
walk.

Panthers outrun Huskies
+ Eastern holds on for one-run win
By Michael Gilbert
STAFF WR I TER

When asked about the opponent for
Tuesday's game, Eastern catcher Brett
Pignatiello said Northern Illinois did not
care for them because they defeated them
last season. After the Panthers 9-8 win at
Coaches' Stadium Thesday, it would be safe
to say the Huskies feelings haven't changed.

However, the boys from DeKalb should
only blame themselves for the loss. The
Huskies committed four errors, leading to
three Panther runs, hit into a pair of double
plays and left 11 men on base.
In a back-and-forth battle, Eastern struck
first with a four-run second inning. Panther
right fielder Kirk Walters opened up the
scoring when he took H uskies' starter Joe
Piekarz deep for a lead-off home run.
Consecutive errors by H uskies' third
baseman Rob Marconi and right fielder

Mike Santoro allowed the Panthers Aaron
Shelbourne and Pete Stone to reach base. A
walk to Panthers' designated hitter Nolan
Cork loaded the bases for Jeff Cammann.
Cammann lined Piekarz's offering down
the left field line for a two-run double.
Eastern added another run off Chris Uhle's
sacrifice fly and the Panthers were quickly
up 4-0.
SEE PANT HER +Page 10
The H uskies chipped away at the lead in the

TOP CAT

"... running the times that I did in that cold lets me know that I could have ran faster. " - .Jarrod Macklin

Disappointed in victory
+ Editor's note: 1bp Cat Js a weekly
series taklng an in-depth look at
Eastern's top athlete from the previous
week Winners are selected just once.
Selections are made by The Dally

Eastern News sports staff.
By Matt Williams
ASSOC I ATE SPORTS ED I TOR

Senior sprinter Jarrod Macklin
wasn't happy with his performances in last weekend's Big Blue
Classic.
Yet, Macklin was the only runner
to clock in under 22 seconds in the
200 meter dash. He took second in
the 400m with a time of 48.29 seconds and was also part of the
4xl00m relay team that finished in
first place.
What is there to be unhappy
about?
Macklin said he is still nowhere
near where he wants to be with his
times. He said the cold weather
kept him from reaching his potential.
"Basically me running the times
that I did in that cold lets me know
that I could have ran faster, •
Macklin said. "I didn't really want
to run because it tightens up my
muscles."
Macklin says he has a little

method to running such fast times.
"In the 200 I usually get in my
mind that something is chasing me;
something like a pit bull," Macklin
said.
Though Macklin had to sit out
the indoor season because he
would have run out of eligibility
time, head coach Tom Akers said
his sprinter still provided a lot of
leadership.
"The example he sets with his
work ethic and his competitiveness
is probably as good as we have had
come through the program," Akers
said.
Akers said he was surprised by
how easily the Panthers won the
2003 Indoor Championship without
Macklin, who was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Indoor Athlete
of the Year in 2002 and earned
Athlete of the Year honors at the
2001 Outdoor championship.
With Macklin back on track,
Akers says the team is even more
dangerous. The Panthers have
shown it thus far winning both outdoor meets they have competed in.
A multi-sport athlete at Peoria
Manuel High School, Macklin had
a tough decision to make for what
he wanted to do in college.
SEE TOP CAT
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Senior sprinter Jarrod Macklin finnished first in two events at the "Big
Blue Classic" this past weekend and second in another event.

